
Meow is proud to present Alternative, an exhibition featuring the work of Eric Schmid and Matt Voor, two
American artists. The show was conceived and organized with the artist Hana Earles over direct
messaging. It represents a recursive arc of Eric’s social networking activity and is in its own way a
testament to forgiveness, perhaps a new spirit of the times.

Within the exhibition images cling to the wall. Matt has installed a series of gold leaf monochromes, these
are accessorized with small constellations of star stickers, awards for glamor and participation. The stars
are installed over the tears and accidents produced during application. This is possibly to demonstrate the
artistic nature of healing or conversely a method for converting self harm into novel compositions. These
works are very thin, but unforeseen past their glittering sneaks a dominance. A pressure that passes
through the body, rising up towards sensuality and playfulness, a joke about heartbreak.

From Eric we have photographs, largely of prestigious universities. They range in format but have all
been printed small and are presented in continuity with Matt’s work. The exhibition as a whole takes on a
holistic quality, in the same way that New York is filled with the progeny of these institutions, so is the
gallery filled with the production of friendship and fraternité. The composition of the photos finds the
buildings filling the frame, they swell with portent and the world vanishes around them. Angles like these,
floating, fleshless, infer a subject that peers in, a voyeur for whom the object of their interest must remain
in fantasy. This gap powers a productive force that is righteously consumptive, “fuelled by hatred” does
not apply here. An almost religious faith in experimentation allows that the formal qualities of these photos
are continually in movement, revolting, they flash before our eyes, spinning, spinning, spinning.

Neither artist was present for the exhibition, however due to a small gap in social distancing regulations,
an opening was able to be held.

- Calum Lockey


